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Unified description of Bessel X waves with cone dispersion and tilted pulses
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We study Bessel X waves with cone dispersion propagating in free space and dispersive media. Their
propagation features find simple explanation when viewed as cylindrically symmetric versions of the so-called
tilted pulses. All previously reported cases of suppression of normal material group velocity dispersion by
using angular dispersion in tilted pulses, pulsed Bessel beams, and Bessel X waves are compared and presented
in a unified way. We show that stationary, spatiotemporal localized Bessel X-wave transmission is also possible
in the anomalous dispersion regime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nondiffracting Bessel beams@1# and their polychromatic
versions, namely, X waves@2# and Bessel X waves@3#, have
been intensively studied after the works by Durninet al. @1#.
These beams and pulses are often referred to as co
waves because of the characteristic conical distribution
their elemental plane-wave constituents.

Many degrees of freedom of polychromatic Bessel bea
such as the azimuthal and spectral ones, have been expl
to construct nondiffracting waves with different vorticitie
and specific temporal characteristics~for a review, see, for
example Ref.@4#!. The term Bessel X waves@5#, for in-
stance, was coined for polychromatic Bessel beams wi
narrow spectrum about some optical carrier frequency. O
free parameters, however, have been given less attentio
particular, the cone angle has been generally assume
take, except for exceptions@6,7#, a fixed and the same valu
u for all monochromatic Bessel beam constituents. Howe
cone dispersion, i.e., variation of the cone angle with f
quency, is not only unavoidable with most of the Bes
beam generators~axicons, Fourier lenses, circular diffractio
gratings, etc.!, but also desirable for some applications,
demonstrated in Ref.@7# for the suppression of tempora
broadening of pulses due to material dispersion. In nonlin
optics, on the other hand, femtosecond Bessel X waves
cone dispersion have been demonstrated to be spontane
generated in the process of second-harmonic generatio
normally dispersive nonlinear media@8–10#. Angular disper-
sion appears here as the natural mechanism of phase m
ing of the different monochromatic Bessel beam constitue
@9–12#.

The main purpose of this work is to provide a simple a
useful description of the propagation features of Besse
waves~BXW! with dispersion in the cone angle. The prop
gation medium may be free space or a dispersive med
indifferently, but the latter case is more interesting beca
1063-651X/2003/68~1!/016613~11!/$20.00 68 0166
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of the phenomena arising from the interplay of material a
angular dispersion. Dispersive BXWs~in the sense of cone
and/or the material dispersion! constitute a family of gener-
alized nondiffracting waves, in the sense that the transve
energy densitydistribution remains invariant during propag
tion. Unlike nondispersive BXWs in free space, the effects
cone and/or material dispersion make theintensitydistribu-
tion to change in space and time in a rather complicated w

At this point our task is greatly simplified with the help o
tilted pulses~TPs! @13#, which are shown to be the two
dimensional versions of the three-dimensional, axisymme
BXWs. The TPs, or plane pulses with angular dispersion,
produced by angularly dispersive optical elements, such
diffraction gratings or prisms, that divert differently eac
monochromatic component of the pulse. They have fou
broad application in nonlinear femtosecond optics for co
trolling group velocity dispersion and group velocity mi
match for temporal and spatiotemporal soliton formation
x (2) media@14,15#. The primary effects of angular dispersio
are the tilting of the pulse front with respect to the pha
front @16–18#, and the negative group velocity dispersio
@13,19,20#, an effect that was earlier used as a linear mec
nism of pulse compression@17,21#.

The first part of this paper~Sec. II! is then devoted to
recall the essential features of TPs, and to describe s
unknown aspects of their spatiotemporal structure, which
essential for understanding the dispersive BXWs. Next,
characterize the spatiotemporal behavior of BXWs with co
dispersionu(v) in the simpler terms of the associated T
with the same angular dispersionu(v) ~Sec. III!. The rel-
evant propagation features of TPs and BXWs find unifi
explanation in terms of three vectors,k0 , k08 andk09 , having
different directions, that generalize the usual scalar quant
k0 , k08 , andk09 to include the effects of angular dispersio
together with those of material dispersion~if any!. Within
this unified theory, a third kind of wave, the so-called puls
Bessel beam~PBB! @22,23#, appears as a particular, dege
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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erated member of the dispersive BXW family. Also, pre
ously described and seemingly disconnected techniques
suppression of group velocity dispersion~GVD! in normally
dispersive media with TPs@24#, PBBs @22,25#, and BXWs
@5–7# can be understood from a common point of view~Sec.
IV !. We conclude this paper~Sec. V! by showing that BXWs
can also propagate without GVD temporal spreading in m
dia with anomalous dispersion.

II. SPATIOTEMPORAL STRUCTURE OF TILTED PULSES

The propagation features of TPs can be easily descr
from their representation as a superposition of monoch
matic plane waves propagating in different directions. Re
ring to the two-dimensional geometry of Fig. 1, a TP can
expressed as

E~r,t !5
1

pE0

`

dv f̂ ~v!exp@ ik~v!•r#exp~2 ivt !, ~1!

where f̂ (v) is some narrow spectral amplitude functio
about some angular frequencyv0 , r[(x,z), k(v)
[„kx(v),kz(v)…5k(v)u(v) is the wave vector of each
monochromatic plane-wave component of frequencyv. The
modulusk(v) of the wave vector is the propagation co
stant; in free spacek(v)5v/c and in a dispersive medium
k(v)5n(v)v/c, wheren(v) is the refraction index. The
unit vector u(v)5sinu(v)ux1cosu(v)uz forms an angle
u(v) with the z axis, and determines the propagation dire
tion of each monochromatic plane wave. For simplici
prime signs throughout this paper will mean differentiati
with respect to angular frequencyv, and subscripts 0 evalu
ation at the carrier frequencyv0. For instance, u08
[du(v)/dvuv0

.

Writing the spectrum phasewv(r)5k(v)•r as the Taylor
power series wv(r)5w0(r)1w08(r)(v2v0)1w09(r)(v
2v0)2/21•••, where

w0~r!5k0•r,

w08~r!5k08•r,

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the TP properties. Pulse fron
solid line; wave fronts—dashed lines; and planes of constant wi
dot-dashed lines.
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w09~r!5k09•r,

A ~2!

we can conveniently express the TPs Eq.~1!, as enveloped
carrier oscillations of the form

E~r,t !5A~r,t !exp$2 i @v0t2w0~r!#%, ~3!

where the envelope is given by

A~r,t !5
1

pE0

`

dv f̂ ~v!expF i

2
w09~r!~v2v0!21•••G

3exp$2 i ~v2v0!@ t2w08~r!#%. ~4!

The field expressed by Eqs.~3! and ~4! is a three-
dimensional wave packet whose spatiotemporal structur
characterized, up to second order in dispersion@23,26#, by
~1! its wave frontsw0(r)5const, or surfaces of constan
phase of the carrier oscillations, that propagate at the ph
velocity vp5v0 /ugradw0(r)u; ~2! its pulse frontw08(r)5t, or
geometrical locus of points where the pulse peak arrive
the same timet, a surface that propagates at the group vel
ity vg51/ugradw08(r)u; and~3! the surfaces of equal spectru
chirp w09(r)5const, or geometrical locus of points of equ
pulse duration@23#.

In the specific case of the TPs, the wave front equatio
given, from Eqs.~2!, by k0•r5const. Wave fronts~dashed
lines of Fig. 1! are then planes perpendicular to the carr
wave vector

k05k0u0 , ~5!

whereu05uxsinu01uzcosu0 ~see Fig. 1!, that propagates a
the phase velocity

vp5
v0

uk0u
5

v0

k0
. ~6!

The pulse frontt5k08•r is also a plane~solid line of Fig.
1!, but it is perpendicular to the vector

k085k08u01k0u08u0
' , ~7!

whereu0
'5uxcosu02uzsinu0 is a unit vector perpendicula

to u0 ~see Fig. 1!. The component ofk08 in the direction ofu0
'

originates from angular dispersion (u08Þ0), and causes the
pulse front to be tilted with respect to the wave fronts~Fig.
1!, as is well-known, a certain angled ~tilt angle!, given by

tand5
k0

k08
u08 . ~8!

The pulse front propagates at the group velocity

vg5
1

uk08u
5

1

Ak08
21k0

2u08
2

, ~9!

h:
3-2
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slower than the group velocity of a plane pulse in the sa
medium.

The most known property of TPs is the GVD that orig
nates from angular dispersion@13,19,20#. Spectrum chirp is
constant on the planesk09•r5const~dot-dashed lines of Fig
1!, perpendicular to the GVD vector,

k095~k092k0u08
2!u01~2k08u081k0u09!u0

' , ~10!

which forms an angleg with the direction of propagation o
wave fronts, given by

tang5
2k08u081k0u09

k092k0u08
2

. ~11!

On the planesk09•r5const, pulse duration does not chan
~if higher-order dispersion effects are neglected!. Along the
direction of the GVD vectork09 , however, pulse duration
changes at a maximum rate, with a GVD parameter~spec-
trum chirp per unit length! given by

uk09u5A~k092k0u08
2!21~2k08u081k0u09!2. ~12!

All previous features are summarized in Fig. 1, in which t
three vectorsk0 , k08 , andk09 , and the associated wave front
pulse front, and the planes of constant pulse duration
sketched. Higher-order dispersion vectorsk0

(n) and the corre-
sponding planes can be obviously introduced for a more
curate description of TPs.

By definition, the phase and group velocities of Eqs.~6!
and ~9! are the velocities of propagation of the wave fron
and pulse front, respectively, perpendicular to themse
@26#. Similarly, uk09u is the GVD parameter along a directio
perpendicular to the planes of constant duration. For T
~and BXW below!, however, these directions are not the on
ones of interest. Along any other spatial direction, the te
poral characteristics of the TP are determined by the pro
tions of the vectorsk0 , k08 , andk09 over that direction. Let us
consider, for example, the TP features over the direction
propagation of the wave fronts (k0). Note that, if the me-
dium is isotropic, this direction coincides with the directio
of energy flow @26#. We can therefore identify it with the
actual propagation direction of the TP. Wave fronts and pu
front appear to advance along the energy flow direction at
effective phase and group velocities

vp,u0
5

v0

k0•u0
5

v0

k0
, ~13!

vg,u0
5

1

k08•u0

5
1

k08
, ~14!

respectively, and pulse duration changes with an effec
GVD

k0,u0
9 5k09•u05k092k0u08

25k092
k08

2

k0
tan2d. ~15!
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Equations~13!–~15! for the effective phase, and group ve
locities and GVD, together with Eq.~8!, are the well-known
properties of TPs in isotropic media. The net effect of ang
lar dispersion is then to create a pulse tilt@16–18# and to
change the GVD from its valuek09 for a plane pulse
@13,19,20#. In particular, the tilt angle in vacuum is given b
tand5v0u08 , the phase and group velocities equal toc, and
the GVD induced by angular dispersion is2v0u08

2/c, al-
ways negative@19#.

Note that all the properties of TPs are obviously indep
dent ofu0, since the orientation of the axesx,z is arbitrary.
Indeed, the natural choice for the description of TPs isu0
50°. For BXWs in Sec. III, however, the energy flow dire
tion (k0) forms, in general, a certain angleu0Þ0° with an-
other privileged direction, the revolution axis, which will b
taken to be thez axis.

From Fig. 1, pulse broadening along the propagation
rection (k0) of a TP can be understood from the fact th
different points along this direction belong to different plan
of constant duration~dash-dotted lines!. To understand
Bessel X waves, we also note that, for the same reason, p
duration is not constant over the pulse front and, in gene
along any other direction. The corresponding GVD can
calculated as the scalar productk09•u, where isu is a unit
vector along the specified direction.

As an example, Figs. 2~a!–2~c! show gray-scale plots o
the intensityuE(r,t)u2 of a free-space TP with angular dis
persion curve u(v)50.17510.02(v2v0)10.005(v
2v0)2, v053.14 fs21 and spectrumf̂ (v)5exp@2Dt2(v
2v0)

2/4#, Dt52 fs, at increasing times~a! t50, ~b! t
5143, and~c! t5428 fs @they are chosen, for compariso
with BXWs in the following section, so that the pulse fro
t5k08•r intersects the axial pointsr5(0,0),(0,zD),(0,3zD),
zD[Dt2/2uk0,z9 u50.044 mm]. Wave fronts~which cannot be
seen!, and hence energy, propagate atu0510° with respect
to the z axis @along vectork0 of Fig. 2~a!#, while the pulse
front is tilted, from Eq.~8!, d53.6° @vectork08 of Fig. 2~a!#
and the GVD vector points, from Eq.~11!, at an angleg5
289° with respect to the wave front propagation directio
The pulse broadens over the pulse front and along thez di-
rection because of the nonvanishing projection ofk09 over
these directions.

In the first row of Fig. 3, we show the more usu
intensity–local-time representation of the same TP as in F
2, that is, the TP temporal form as it passes through
planes~a! z50, ~b! z5zD , and~c! z53zD , taking the time
of arrival, t5k0,z8 z, at each plane as the origin of time. I
comparison with Figs. 2~a!–2~c!, the only one differences
are that Figs. 3~a!–3~c! are specularly reversed with respe
to the vertical axist2k0,z8 z50, and the scaling of angles i
lost.

III. BESSEL X WAVES WITH CONE DISPERSION

As is well known, Bessel beams result from the super
sition of monochromatic plane waves whose wave vect
are evenly distributed over the surface of a cone of a cer
half-apex angleu @1# and BXWs from the superposition o
Bessel beams of different frequencies about a central onev0.
3-3
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FIG. 2. Gray scale plots of the
intensityuE(r,t)u2 of TP of Eq.~1!
propagating in free space with an
gular dispersion curve u(v)
50.17510.02(v2v0)10.005(v
2v0)2. The amplitude spectrum

is f̂ (v)5exp@2Dt2(v2v0)
2/4#,

corresponding to a Gaussian puls
of carrier frequency v0

53.14 fs21 and Gaussian half du
ration Dt52 fs. The propagation
times are ~a! t50 fs, ~b! t
5143 fs, and~c! t5428 fs.
th
a
,
gl
lin

rop-
ppli-
ials
r
ro-
Ideally, the different monochromatic Bessel beams have
same cone angleu, but in practice, all Bessel beam gener
tors, such as Fourier lenses, axicons, diffraction gratings
holograms, produce Bessel beams with different cone an
for different frequencies. Thus BXWs generated by these
01661
e
-
or
es
-

ear means will present dispersion in the cone angle, a p
erty that has been shown to be advantageous for some a
cations such as GVD suppression in dispersive mater
@6,7,22,25# ~see also Sec. IV!. In nonlinear optics, angula
dispersion in the BXWs spontaneously generated in the p
e

FIG. 3. First row: Gray scale plots of the time variation of the intensityuE(r,t)u2 of the TP of Fig. 2 at the planes~a! z50, ~b! z

5zD , and~c! z53zD , wherezD5Dt2/2uk0,z9 u50.044 mm is the dispersion length along thez direction. Second row: Gray scale plots of th
intensity uE(r,t)u2 of the BXW of Eq.~17!, or revolution symmetry version of the TP of the first row.
3-4
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cess of second-harmonic generation is essential to ach
phase matching of the different monochromatic compone
@9#. Despite their ubiquity, and except for some particu
GVD-free BXWs @6,22#, the propagation features of BXW
with general cone dispersion in dispersive media have
been studied so far. In this section, we show that the rele
propagation features of BXWs with cone dispersion in d
persive media can be easily understood from those of T

Dispersive BXWs can be, in fact, considered as cylind
cally symmetric TPs: If we rotate a TP@Eq. ~1!# by an arbi-
trary azimuthal anglef with respect to thez axis (x
→x cosf2ysinf), and integrate over all azimuthal angle
f in the range@0,2p#, we obtain

E~x,y,z,t !5
1

2pE0

2p

df
1

pE0

`

dv f̂ ~v!

3exp@ ik~v!sinu~v!r cos~f1a!#

3exp@ ik~v!cosu~v!z#exp~2 ivt !, ~16!

where we have further writtenx5r cosa, y5r sina. Inte-
gration inf yields

E~r ,z,t !5
1

pE0

`

dv f̂ ~v!J0@k~v!sinu~v!r #

3exp@ ik~v!cosu~v!z#exp~2 ivt !, ~17!

with r 5Ax21y2, which is the expression of a BXW with
cone dispersionu(v).

Dispersive BXWs can be still said to be nondiffracting
the sense that the transversal energy density distribu
E(r )5*2`

` dtuE(r ,z,t)u2, or from Parseval’s theorem an
Eq. ~17!,

E~r !5
2

pE0

`

dvu f̂ ~v!u2J0
2@k~v!sinu~v!#, ~18!

FIG. 4. Transversal energy density distributionsE(r ) of the free-
space BXWs with cone dispersion curveu(v)50.17510.02(v
2v0)10.005(v2v0)2 ~solid curve! and without angular disper
sion, u(v)50.0175 ~dashed curve!. The amplitude spectrum is

f̂ (v)5exp@2Dt2(v2v0)
2/4# is both cases, withv053.14 fs21 and

Dt52 fs.
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does not depend on propagation coordinatez. Figure 4 shows
a typical transversal energy densityE(r ) distribution of a
free-space BXW with angular dispersion in comparison w
that for the same BXW but without angular dispersion.

The field amplitudeE(r ,z,t) and intensityuE(r ,z,t)u2,
however, experience changes because of material and a
lar dispersion. Comparison of Eqs.~1! and ~17! shows that
the on-axis pulse temporal form of the BXW (r 50) is the
same as that of the TP (x50), i.e.,

E~r 50,z,t !5
1

pE0

`

dv f̂ ~v!exp@ ik~v!cosu~v!z#

3exp~2 ivt !. ~19!

In particular, the effective phase velocity, group velocity, a
the GVD of the BXW are those of the TP along thez direc-
tion, vp,z5v0 /(k0•uz), vg,z51/(k08•uz), and k0,z9 5k0•uz ,
that is,

vp,z5
v0

k0cosu0
, ~20!

vg,z5
1

k08cosu02k0u08sinu0

, ~21!

k0,z9 5~k092k0u08
2!cosu02~2k08u081k0u09!sinu0 , ~22!

or, as functions of the cone angleu0, the tilt angled, and the
GVD angleg,

vp,z5
v0

k0cosu0
, ~23!

vg,z5
cosd

k08cos~u01d!
, ~24!

k0,z9 5S k092
k08

2

k0
tan2d D cos~u01g!

cosg
. ~25!

We then see that the effective phase velocity along thz
direction is always equal or larger than that of a plane pu
in the same medium~in particular, luminal or superlumina
in vacuum!, but contrary to nondispersive BXWs, the grou
velocity can be smaller, equal or larger than the group vel
ity of a plane pulse~hence subluminal, luminal or superlu
minal in vacuum!. It is also important to note from Eq.~25!
that, unlike TPs, GVD in BXWs induced by cone dispersi
can be positive~normal! in vacuum. This situation take
place for angular dispersion such that cos(u01g),0, that is,
when the vectork09 has a negative projection over the prop
gation directionz ~see also Sec. V!.

If, for instance, we choose the spectral amplitudef̂ (v)
}exp@2Dt2(v2v0)

2/4#, the initial Gaussian pulseE(r 50,z
50,t)5exp@2t2/Dt2#exp(2iv0t) transforms into the broad
ened and chirped Gaussian pulse
3-5
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E~r 50,z,t !5F11 iC~z!

Dt2~z!
G 1/2

3expF2~ t2z/vg,z!
2

11 iC~z!

Dt2~z!
G

3exp~2 iv0t1 ikz,0z!, ~26!

where pulse duration and chirp change according to the w
known rules@27#

Dt~z!5DtA11z2/zD
2 , ~27!

C~z!5sgn~k0,z9 !z/zD , ~28!

and wherezD5Dt2/2uk0,z9 u is the effective dispersion lengt
in the z direction. Pulse chirp at propagation distancez
makes the instantaneous frequency of the carrier oscillat
to change linearly with time as

v~z,t !5v012
C~z!

Dt2~z!
S t2

z

vg,z
D . ~29!

To understand the off-axis properties of dispersive BXW
we show in Figs. 3~d!–3~f! the cylindrically symmetric
BXW version of the TP of Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. As in the case of
no cone dispersion and free-space propagation describe
Ref. @5#, dispersive BXWs present some of the characteri
transversal modulations of monochromatic Bessel bea
modulations that cease at some radial distance, from w
the pulse behavior resembles that of an X wave. The cha
teristics of these two regions can be inferred from those
the associated TP. The inclinationa of the X tails of the
BXW is that of the pulse front of the TP, that is,

a5u01d ~30!

with respect the radial direction~see Fig. 5!. Contrary to the
nondispersive case, the tails become asymmetric upon pr
gation@Figs. 3~e! and 3~f!# due to pulse broadening along th

FIG. 5. Understanding the features of BXWs with cone disp
sion from those of TPs.
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pulse front of the TP. In the dashed region of Fig. 5, t
carrier oscillations of all TPs with different azimuthal angl
interfere, forming, as in the monochromatic case, the cha
teristic transversal Bessel pattern. If the axial half length
the BXW isvg,zDt(z) ~see Fig. 5!, the radius of the region o
Bessel behavior can be estimated to be

r B~z!.
vg,zDt~z!

tan~u01d!
. ~31!

Contrary to the nondispersive case, the radius of Bessel
havior depends not only on the cone angleu0 but also on the
tilt angle d, and increases with propagation distance due
on-axis pulse broadening, as seen in Figs. 3~e! and 3~f!. An-
other significant difference~second row of Fig. 3! is the
time-varying period of the Bessel modulations, an effect t
originates from pulse chirp. If the size of the Bessel tra
versal pattern of a monochromatic Bessel beam of freque
v0, measured as the first zero of the Bessel function
Dr B.2.4/k0sinu0, for the time-varying frequency of Eq
~29!, we should accordingly have

Dr B~z,t !.
2.4

k„v~z,t !…sinu„v~z,t !…
, ~32!

an expression that accurately measures the time-varying
size of the transversal Bessel profile in all the cases stud
At large propagation distances@Fig. 3~f!#, pulse duration
Dt(z) and chirpC(z) become proportional to propagatio
distancez; hencer B→` and Dr B→2.4/k0sinu0, that is, the
BXW approaches a monochromatic Bessel beam of
quencyv0.

In conclusion, we see that the knowledge of the ang
u0 , d, and g of the vectorsk0 , k08 , and k09 of a TP with
angular dispersion curveu(v) allows us to predict the rel-
evant spatiotemporal features, and their changes upon pr
gation, of the BXW with the same cone dispersion curve

A degenerated case: Pulsed Bessel beams

As an example of interest, we consider the TP@Eq. ~1!#
and the associated BXW@Eq. ~17!# with angular and cone
dispersion curvesu(v)5sin21@K/k(v)#, K5const, produced
by a diffraction grating of periodd52p/K, and a circular
diffraction grating@28# of the same period, respectively,
normal incidence. The curveu(v) and Eqs.~8! and ~11!
yield the anglesu05sin21(K/k0), d52u0, and g52u0.
The wave fronts of the TP then travel at the angleu0 with
respect to thez axis, whereas the pulse front and planes
constant duration are both perpendicular to thez axis, as
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 6. As a consequence, pu
duration grows with increasing values ofz only and, in par-
ticular, is constant over the pulse front. In Fig. 6, these f
tures are shown in a particular case of free-space prop
tion, in which case pulse broadening originates from angu
dispersion solely. The corresponding BXW, referred to in t
case as the pulsed Bessel beam@23,25#, is shown in the sec-
ond row of Fig. 6 at several propagation distances. From
values ofu0 , d, andg of the TP, and Eqs.~20! and~21!, the

-
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UNIFIED DESCRIPTION OF BESSEL -X WAVES WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 016613 ~2003!
FIG. 6. Inset: schematic draw
ing of the vectorsk0 , k08 , andk09
determining the propagation di
rection of the wave fronts, pulse
front, and planes of constant dura
tion of a TP from a diffraction
grating. First row: Gray scale
plots of the time variation of the
intensity uE(r,t)u2 of the free-
space TP with diffraction grating
angular dispersion curveu(v)
5sin21@Kc/v#, K5800 mm21,

and amplitude spectrumf̂ (v)
}exp@2Dt2(v2v0)

2/4#, v0

51.884 fs21 (l051 mm), Dt
56.66 fs. The propagation dis
tances arez50 andz5zD , where
zD5Dt2/2uk0,z9 u50.754 mm. Sec-
ond row: the same as in the firs
row, but for the corresponding
BXW, or single-tailed PBB.
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on-axis phase and group velocities result tovp,z

5v0 /k0cosu0 and vg,z5cosu0 /k08 , which in free space are
superluminal and subluminal, respectively. The axial GV
parameter is, from Eq.~22!,

k0,z9 5
1

cosu0
S k092

k08
2

k0
tan2u0D , ~33!

always negative in free space. Equations~30!–~32! lead, as
expected, tou01d50 for the inclination of the X tails with
respect to the radial direction~so that they degenerate into
single radial one! to r B5` for the radius of the region of the
Bessel behavior and toDr B52.4/K, independent of time, for
the spot size of the radial Bessel profile.

IV. GVD SUPPRESSION IN NORMALLY DISPERSIVE
MEDIA WITH TILTED PULSES, PULSED BESSEL BEAMS,

AND BESSEL X WAVES

From a number of previous works@5–7,22,24,25#, it is a
well-established fact that anomalous GVD induced by an
lar dispersion can compensate for normal GVD of a disp
sive material, resulting in the formation of GVD-free T
@24#, BXW @5–7#, or PBB@22,25# propagating in the disper
sive medium. Despite their fundamental similarity, there
01661
-
r-

e

significant differences~and possibly misunderstandings! on
how compensation is achieved in these three cases. Sim
ties and differences can be put into evidence from the pre
unified approach.

A. GVD-free tilted pulses

Szatmariet al. @24# demonstrated that the diffracted puls
from a diffraction grating can propagate without GVD tem
poral spreading in a dispersive medium beyond the gratin
its periodd is properly chosen@24#. In Fig. 7~a!, the experi-
mental setup of Ref.@24# is sketched. The incidence angleb
of the incoming plane pulse is chosen so that the diffract
direction for the carrier frequency is perpendicular to t
grating. From the angular dispersion curve sinu(v)5K/k(v)
1sinb/n(v) produced by the grating, conditionu050, and
Eqs.~8! and~11!, we obtain the angles tand52K/k08v0 and
g50°. The wave fronts and energy of the diffracted pu
propagate along thez direction, with a tilted pulse front due
to the grating-induced angular dispersion@see Fig. 7~a!#. For
arbitrary grating constantK, the GVD vector does not van
ish, but points always in thez direction, its magnitude being
from Eq. ~15!, k0,z9 5k092K2/k0v0

2 . Consequently, pulse du
ration grows only with increasing distances from the grat
3-7
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FIG. 7. Three previously re-
ported cases of GVD suppressio
with ~a! TPs, ~b! PBBs, and~c!
BXWs. Solid, dashed, and dot
dashed lines represent, respe
tively, pulse fronts, wave front,
and planes of constant duration. I
~a! and ~b! the GVD vectork09 is
zero~there is no pulse broadenin
along any direction!; in ~c! k09 is
perpendicular to the propagatio
direction ~there is no broadening
along the propagation direction!.
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and, in particular, over the tilted pulse front. If, moreover, t
grating constant is chosen to be

K25v0
2k0k09 , ~34!

the GVD vector cancels. Under condition~34!, pulse dura-
tion is constant on all points of the dispersive material. C
dition ~34! can be seen to be the same as Szatmari’s co
tion for the grating period@24# d25l0 /n0(dng /dl)0, by
writing K52p/d, k0952(l0

2/2pc2)(dng /dl)0 and ng

5ck08 in Eq. ~34!.

B. GVD-free pulsed Bessel beams

In Porras’ works@22,25#, a plane pulse entering perpe
dicularly into a circular diffraction grating of appropriat
constantK is transformed into a PBB that propagates witho
temporal spreading in the dispersive medium. Indeed,
shown in the preceding section, a PBB spreads, in gen
due to a GVD vectork09 perpendicular to the grating, whos
magnitude is given by Eq.~33!. The GVD vector then van-
ishes for a cone angle tan2u05k0k09/k08

2 or, on account that
sinu05K/k0, for a grating constant

K25
k0

3k09

k08
21k0k09

, ~35!

which is the result of Ref.@22#. Figure 7~b! sketches, for
comparison with Fig. 7~a!, the experimental situation, th
vectorsk0 , k08 , and the cone and tilt angles.

C. GVD-free Bessel X waves

Earlier, Sonajalget al. @5–7# demonstrated experimen
tally that a lensacon~holographic element equivalent to
lens and an axicon, and characterized by certain focal len
f and cone angleQ) illuminated by a point source can pro
duce a BXW that propagates without temporal spreading
normally dispersive medium@see Fig. 7~c!#. The required
angular dispersion in the BXW is attained by controlling t
distancesf 1d source-lensacon (d defocusing! and l lensa-
con medium. In their simple model@7#, the cone dispersion
curve produced by the lensacon
01661
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t
s

al,

th

a

u~v!5
1

n~v!

Q

12
d

f

l

f 1d
1S v

v0
21D S l

f 1d
11D ,

~36!

with n(v)5n01n1(v/v021), is introduced into condition
k0,z9 50 for suppression of broadening along thez axis, to
obtain the relation@7#

Q5F 2n0n1

3S l

f 1dD 2

14
l

f 1d
1112

d

f

l

f 1d S l

f 1d
11D G

1/2

3S 12
d

f

l

f 1dD 2

~37!

among the system parametersf 1d, l, andQ. For the experi-
mental valuesf 5300 mm, d5127 mm, n051.56, andn1
50.0325 ~for v053.088 fs21) @7#, Eq. ~37! yields Q
50.013 rad. Then the cone dispersion curve allows us
obtain the anglesu051.2°, d527.0°, andg588.8°. There
are therefore significant differences with respect to the Po
case@22#. The vectorsk0 , k08 , k09 , wave fronts, pulse fronts
and planes of constant duration of the associated TP
sketched in Fig. 7~c! for comparison with Fig. 7~b!. The
GVD-free wave of Sonajalget al. @7# is then a nondegener
ated, two-tailed (u01d525.8Þ0) BXW that propagates a
subluminal group velocity, with the peculiarity thatu01g
590°, that is, the GVD vectork09 is perpendicular to thez
direction.

Summarizing, the common point of GVD-free TPs a
PBBs is the complete suppression of the GVD vector, tha
of pulse broadening in any direction, a situation that can
referred to as ‘‘strong’’ GVD suppression. Indeed, GVD-fr
PBBs without symmetry revolution would be the same as
GVD-free TP, except for the illumination angle. In the ca
of GVD-free BXW, ‘‘weak’’ GVD suppression is achieved
in the sense that only the component of the GVD vec
along the propagation direction is eliminated. This econo
makes BXWs more flexible for GVD suppression in differe
situations, as we shall see in the following section.
3-8
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UNIFIED DESCRIPTION OF BESSEL -X WAVES WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 016613 ~2003!
FIG. 8. Inset: schematic drawing of the vectorsk0 , k08 , andk09 of the TP associated to the GVD-free BXW in anomalous dispers
media. ~a,b!: Gray scale plots of the intensityuE(r,t)u2 of a GVD-free BXW propagating in fused silica. The carrier frequencyv0

51.177 fs21 is in the anomalous dispersion spectral region of fused silica (k055668 mm21,k0854880 fs/mm,k095234.07 fs2/mm). The
initial on-axis pulse duration isDt510.68, and the propagation distances arez50 andz52zD , with zD51.643 mm.~c!: Angular dispersion
curve ~solid curve! u(v)5u01u09(v2v0)2/2 of the GVD-free BXW, withu0510° andu09 given by Eq.~38!, and spectral amplitude

~dashed curve! f̂ (v)}exp@2Dt2(v2v0)
2/4#. ~d! BXW of the same frequency and initial duration, but without angular dispersion@u(v)

5u0#, after the same propagation distancez52zD in the same medium.
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V. GVD SUPPRESSION IN ANOMALOUS DISPERSIVE
MEDIA WITH BESSEL X WAVES

As angular dispersion in TPs always creates anoma
GVD @19# @see also Eq.~15!#, it is generally believed tha
angular dispersion can only compensate for normal mate
dispersion (k09.0). Note also that the negative sign of a
gular GVD in TPs is independent of the sign ofu08 ~i.e., of
making bluer spectral components to propagate at la
angles or vice versa, as pointed out in Ref.@19#!. This belief
has been reinforced by the fact that the cone dispersio
PBBs, and in the BXWs of Sonajalget al., can only cancel
normal material dispersion@Eqs. ~35! and ~37! with k09,0
yield imaginary values for the grating constant or the axic
angle#. In this section, we show that there still exist BXW
that can propagate without GVD temporal spreading in
medium with anomalous dispersion.

Indeed, BXWs with cone dispersion of the formu(v)
01661
us

al

er

of

n

a

.u01u09(v2v0)
2/2, u09,0°, i.e., with a maximumu0.0° at

v0, propagate in vacuum with a positive GVD given, fro
Eq. ~22!, by k0,z9 52(v0 /c)u09sinu0.0. In a medium with
anomalous dispersion (k09,0), the effective GVDk0,z9 can
then be made equal to zero ifu09 takes, according to Eq.~22!,
the value

u095
k09

k0

1

tanu0
. ~38!

We then see that for each carrier frequencyv0 for which
material dispersion is anomalous, there is a family of BXW
with the cone angle as a free parameter, that propagate w
out GVD temporal spreading. For all of them, the tilt ang
from Eq. ~8! d50°, and the GVD angle, from Eq.~11!, are
such thatg1u05p/2 ~weak GVD suppression!. The vectors
k0 , k08 , andk09 , wave fronts, pulse front, and planes of co
3-9
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stant width of the associated TP are shown in the inset of
8~a! @note the peculiarity that this TP is actually nontilte
(d50) and spreads due to a negative GVDk0,u0

9 5k09,0

along its propagation directionk0]. The BXWs of this family
differ in their effective phase and group velocities,vp,z

5v0 /k0cosu0, vg,z51/k08cosu0, the radius of the core o
Bessel behaviorr B5Dt/k08sinu0 and its Bessel spot siz
Dr B52.4/k0sinu0, both independent ofz and time, and the
inclination of the tails,u0.

The expected GVD-free behavior of BXWs in anom
lously dispersive media is confirmed by numerical simu
tion @Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!# of a BXW propagating in fused
silica, with carrier frequencyv051.177 fs21 in the anoma-
lous dispersion spectral region (k055668 mm21, k08
54880 fs/mm,k095234.07 fs2/mm), with angular disper-
sion curve @Fig. 8~c!, solid curve# u(v)5u01u09(v
2v0)2/2, u0510°, and withu09 given by Eq.~38!. We see
that at distances larger than the dispersion lengthzD

5Dt2/2uk09u @Fig. 8~b!#, or distance at which a plane puls
would broaden by a factor of 2, the duration of the BXW
essentially the same as atz50 @Fig. 8~a!#. Small pulse dis-
tortion observed at 2zD originates from third and higher
order dispersion. For comparison, Fig. 8~d! shows a BXW
without angular dispersion~all frequencies with same con
angle u0) at the same propagation distance in the sa
medium.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied diffraction-free BXWs with cone dispe
sion propagating either in free space or in homogeneo
isotropic, dispersive media. It is not necessary to perfo
integral in Eq.~17!, defining BXWs to describe their propa
gation features~indeed, this is not generally possible!, since
they can be predicted from those of the associated, t
dimensional TP having the same angular dispersion cu
u(v).
ct
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A
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,

.
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The spatiotemporal behavior of a TP is determined, up
the second order in dispersion, by the vectorsk0 , k08 , and
k09 , whose moduli and directions can be straightforward
obtained from the angular dispersion curve and the mate
constants. Thek0

( i ) vectors generalize the scalar quantiti
k0

( i ) to describe the joint effects of material and angular d
persion on pulse propagation.

The temporal characteristics of TPs and BXWs with co
dispersion, such as the phase, group velocities, and effec
GVD, differ only because of the different angles formed
the vectorsk0 , k08 , and k09 with their corresponding privi-
leged spatial directions—the energy flow direction (k0) for
TPs and the revolution axis~z! for BXWs. These angles are
respectively, 0°,d ~tilt angle!, andg ~GVD angle! for TPs,
and u0 ~cone angle!, u01d, and u01g for BXWs. The
Bessel-shaped and X-shaped structures of dispersive BX
and their modifications during propagation, also reflect th
of TPs, as described by thek0

( i ) vectors. Let us mention tha
the described features of TPs and BXWs with cone disp
sion are not limited to the particular Gaussian spectrum u
in most of the numerical simulations, but are expected to
similar for other spectra of comparable bandwidth, as o
can intuitively expect from the physical picture of puls
shape formation.

From our unified approach, we could also describe PB
as a degenerated class of BXWs, and understand the s
larities and differences between the three previously repo
cases of GVD suppression in normally dispersive mater
with TPs, PBBs, and BXWs. We have predicted, finally, t
possibility of using BXWs with cone dispersion~but not TPs
or PBB! to achieve GVD-free pulse transmission in med
with anomalous dispersion.
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